MORE THAN 2 MILLION NURSES LIVE IN eNLC STATES AND HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRACTICE IN OTHER eNLC STATES
RN AND LPN/VN APPLICANTS THAT MEET UNIFORM LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR A MULTISTATE LICENSE IN eNLC STATES.
RN AND LPN/VN APPLICANTS THAT DO NOT MEET UNIFORM LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR A SINGLE-STATE LICENSE
NURSES IN eNLC STATES WITH MULTISTATE LICENSES ARE ABLE TO PRACTICE VIA TELENURSING IN ALL eNLC STATES
NURSE EDUCATORS IN eNLC STATES WITH MULTISTATE LICENSES ARE ABLE TO TEACH VIA DISTANCE EDUCATION IN ALL eNLC STATES
eNLC STATES ALLOW NURSES TO EASILY PRACTICE ACROSS BORDERS IN OTHER eNLC STATES
THE eNLC ALLOWS NURSES TO QUICKLY AND EASILY RESPOND TO PROVIDE NURSING SERVICES DURING DISASTERS IN OTHER eNLC STATES
More than 2 million nurses live in eNLC states and have the opportunity to practice in other eNLC states.

RN and LPN/VN applicants that meet uniform licensure requirements are eligible for a Multistate License in eNLC states.

RN and LPN/VN applicants that do not meet uniform licensure requirements may be eligible for a Single-State License.

Nurses in eNLC states with multistate licenses are able to practice via teled Nursing in all eNLC states.

Nurse educators in eNLC states with multistate licenses are able to teach via distance education in all eNLC states.

eNLC states allow nurses to easily practice across borders in other eNLC states.

The eNLC allows nurses to quickly and easily respond to provide nursing services during disasters in other eNLC states.